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Abstract
The classification of the very thin codes depends on their degrees. We call the very thin codes
of degree 1 the synchronizing codes. By using the synchronizing codes, we are able to localize the
position of a coded message through which the decoding of the message passes. Upon this position,
the message can be divided into two parts and we can always decode these two parts separately. In
this paper, we study the very thin codes of degree n. The combinatoric properties of the synchronizing
codes are extended to the codes of degree n  2, and in particular, we study the properties of codes
with degree 2. © 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let A∗ be a free monoid with identity 1 over the alphabet A. Denote A+ = A∗−{1} and
call the element of A∗ a word. The length of the word w ∈ A∗ is denoted by |w|. For any
L ⊆ A∗, we denote the set of factors of words in L by F(L) and let F(L) = A∗ − F(L).
Then, the basis of a free submonoid of A∗ is called a code. We call the code X ⊆ A+ a thin
code if A∗ − F(X) 
= ∅ and call the code X ⊆ A+ a very thin code if X∗ − F(X) 
= ∅.
Also, we call the code X ⊆ A+ a complete code if A∗ − F(X∗) = ∅. Let X ⊆ A+ be a
very thin code. Then, the interpretation of a word w ∈ A∗(with respect to X) is a triple
(d, x, g)
with
d ∈ A−X, x ∈ X∗, g ∈ X A−
such that
w = dxg,
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where A−X = (A+)−1 X and X A− = X (A+)−1. Denote the set of all interpretations of w
by I (w). Then, we call the interpretations (d, x, g) and (d ′, x ′, g′) of w adjacent if there
exist y, z, y ′, z′ ∈ X∗ such that
x = yz, x ′ = y ′z′, dy = d ′y ′, zg = z′g′.
On the other hand, two interpretations are disjoint if they are not adjacent. Naturally, a set
∆ ⊆ I (w) is said to be disjoint if all the elements of∆ are pairwisely disjoint. Define
δX (w) = max{Card(∆) | ∆ ⊆ I (w),∆ disjoint}.
Then we call
d(X) = min{δX (w) | w ∈ X∗ ∩ F(X)}
the degree of the very thin code X . In fact, the classification of very thin codes essentially
depends on their degrees. We call a very thin code X of degree 1 a synchronizing code.
Such synchronizing codes can be applied to localize a position of a coded message through
which the decoding of the message passes (see [1]). Thus we can always divide the message
into two parts at this position and then we can decode the two parts of the message
separately. In other words, a very thin code X ⊆ A∗ is a synchronizing code if and only if
there exist x, y ∈ X∗ such that, for u, v ∈ A∗
uxyv ∈ X∗ {ux, yv} ⊆ X∗.
The synchronizing property of the decoding and also the finite delays of the decoding have
not been extensively studied (see [1, 6]).
In this paper, we will study the very thin codes of degree n. The combinatoric properties
of synchronizing codes are extended to the codes of degree n  2. By using a very thin
code of degree n, we can localize the n positions of the coded message and the decoding
of the message must pass through one of these positions. We also prove that the degree of
the finite maximal prefix codes can be determined by the greatest common divisor of the
orders of their letters. In particular, the codes of degree 2 will be further discussed. We will
prove that X ⊆ A+ is a complete thin code of degree 2 if and only if there exists a so-called
n-circular word x = szr such that x A1x ∪ zr A1xs ⊆ X∗ and x A2xs ∪ zr A2x ⊆ X∗,
where A1 ∪ A2 = A∗. The construction of the complete thin prefix codes of degree 2 will
be given. We will prove that if X ⊆ A+ is a complete thin prefix code of degree 2, then
X = U ◦ (V0 ∪ V1V ∗0 V1),
where U is a maximal synchronizing prefix code and V is a maximal synchronizing
code with a partition (V0, V1) of V . The reader is referred to Berstel and Perrin [1] for
terminologies and notations which are not given in this paper.
2. Very thin codes of degree n
In this section, we study the very thin codes of degree n. Our aim is to extend the
combinatoric properties of synchronizing codes to the codes of degree n. We first give the
following definition.
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Definition 2.1. Let X ⊆ A+ be a code. If x ∈ X∗ satisfies the following conditions:
(i) x = s1z1r1 = · · · = snznrn ;
(ii) s1, r1 = 1, sk, rk 
= 1 for k > 1, and if k 
= l then sk 
= sl ;
(iii) zk ∈ X∗, k = 1, . . . , n;
(iv) rksk ∈ X, k = 2, . . . , n.
Then x is called a n-circular word of X .
In the following, we call x a n-circular word (omit X) if the code X is determined.
For the sake of brevity, we denote the n-circular word x by x[n, sk, zk, rk ]. Clearly, if x
is a n-circular word of X , then x2 is a n-circular word of X . Moreover, if an (n − 1)-
circular word x[n − 1, sk, zk, rk ] is a 2-circular word of the form: x[2, s′k, z′k , r ′k], where
s′2 /∈ {s1, . . . , sn−1}, then x is a n-circular word. Equipped with the above notations, we
have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let X ⊆ A+ be a code and x[n, sk, zk, rk ] a n-circular word. Then (sk)−1sl /∈
X+ for all k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. Since s1 = r1 = 1, we see that s1, r1 /∈ X+. Let k ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Then, by rksk ∈ X ,
we see that sk ∈ X+ and rk ∈ X+ are both impossible. Hence, if rk ∈ X+, then Sk /∈ X+.
Observe that (rk)(skzkrk) = (rksk)(zkrk), where the terms in brackets belong to X+, then
by the stability of X∗, we have sk ∈ X+. This contradicts our assumption. Hence rk /∈ X+.
Similarly, we can show that sk /∈ X+. Now, assume that i, j > 1 and si = s j y, where
y ∈ X+. Then we have
(yzi )(ri s j y) = (s j )−1(si ziri s j y) = (s j )−1(s j z j r j s j y) = (z j r j s j )(y).
Observe that yzi , ri s j y, z jr j s j and y ∈ X+, so that the above equality leads to ri s j ∈ X+,
however, this is absurd for y ∈ X+ leads to ri s j y = ri si ∈ X . Hence (sk)−1sl /∈ X+ for
all k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X ⊆ A+ be a very thin code. Suppose that x[n, sk, zk, rk ] is a n-circular
word of X. Then∆ = {(sk, zk , rk) | k = 1, . . . , n} is a set of interpretations of x. Moreover,
∆ is disjoint.
Proof. Obviously, (sk, zk, rk), k = 1, . . . n, are interpretations of x . We now show that
∆ is disjoint. Suppose on the contrary that (si , zi , ri ) and (s j , z j , r j ) are adjacent, where
1  i < j  n. Then there exist some u, v, u′, v′ ∈ X∗ such that
zi = uv, z j = u′v′, si u = s j u′, vri = v′r j .
Consequently, we have
v′(r j s j )u′ = (v′r j )(s j u′) = v(ri si )u.
Since v′r j = vri , the above equality leads to (si )−1s j ∈ X+ or s j (si )−1 ∈ X+.
However, this is impossible, by Lemma 2.1. Hence (si , zi , ri ) and (s j , z j , r j ) are disjoint,
and consequently,∆ is disjoint. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X ⊆ A+ be a very thin code of degree n, that is, d(X) = n. Then there
exists a n-circular word x of X such that x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ and δX (x) = n.
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Proof. Since d(X) = n, there exists w ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that δX (w) = n. Clearly,
w|w|+1 ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗. Moreover, we have δX (w|w|+1) = n. This is because each
interpretation of w|w|+1 induces an interpretation of w and the two disjoint interpretations
of w|w|+1 induce two disjoint interpretations of w and consequently, we have n =
d(X)  δX (w|w|+1)  δX (w) = n. Denote the n disjoint interpretations of w|w|+1 by
(dk, gk, hk), for k = 1, . . . , n, where (d1, g1, h1) = (1, w|w|+1, 1). Since w ∈ F(X), for
k ∈ {2, . . . , n}, we see that (dk, gk, hk) induces an interpretation (different from (1, w, 1))
of each factor w of w|w|+1. Thus we obtain that
w|w|+1 = dkhk gk = (dk1hk1gk1) · · · (dk,|w|+1hk,|w|+1gk,|w|+1),
where dk1 = dk , gk,|w|+1 = gk , gk,ldk,l+1 ∈ X for each l ∈ {1, . . . , |w|} and also
(dk,l , hk,l , gk,l) is an interpretation of w, for each l ∈ {1, . . . , |w| + 1}. Clearly, there
are i, j ∈ {1, . . . , |w| + 1} (related to k) with i < j such that dk,i = dk, j . Let σk = j − i .
Then, we have
wσk = dk,i (hk,i gk,i . . . dk, j−1hk, j−1)gk, j−1.
Since gk, j−1dk,i = gk, j−1dk, j ∈ X and hk,i , gk,i dk,i+1, hk,i+1, . . . , hk, j−2, gk, j−2dk, j−1,
hk, j−1 ∈ X , wσk is a 2-circular word. Let σ be the least common multiple of {σk |
k = 2, . . . , n}. Then it is clear that the 2-circular word wσ has n − 1 different forms.
We hence conclude that wσ is a n-circular word of X . Moreover, δX (wσ ) = n because
d(X)  δX (wσ )  δX (w). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4. Let X ⊆ A+ be a very thin code. If d(X) = n, then there exists a n-circular
word x[n, sk, zk , rk] with x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that the following implication holds for
u, v ∈ A∗,
uxxv ∈ X∗ ⇒ there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that {uxsk, zkrkv} ⊆ X∗.
Conversely, if there exists a n-circular word x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that the above
implication holds, then d(X)  n.
Proof. ⇒) Let d(X) = n. Then by Lemma 2.3, there exists a n-circular word
x[n, sk, zk , rk] such that x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ and δX (x) = n. By Lemma 2.2, ∆ =
{(sk, zk , rk) | k = 1, . . . , n} is a set of disjoint interpretations of x . Let u, v ∈ A∗ be
such that uxxv ∈ X∗. Then, the interpretation (1, uxxv, 1) induces two interpretations
of x . The first interpretation is obtained by using the first occurrence of x and the second
interpretation is obtained by using the second occurrence of x in uxxv. Denote these two
interpretations by µ1 = (s′, z′, r ′) and µ2 = (s′′, z′′, r ′′), respectively. Since δX (x) = n,
we see that µ1 and µ2 are adjacent with one element of ∆. We now discuss the following
two cases: (i) µ1 and (si , zi , ri ) are adjacent, and at the same time, µ2 and (s j , z j , r j ) are
adjacent, where i 
= j , (ii) both µ1 and µ2 are adjacent with interpretation (sk, zk , rk).
We now claim that the case (i) does not happen. In fact, if case (i) happens, then by our
assumption, there exist e, f, e′, f ′, g, h, g′, h′ ∈ X∗ such that
zi = e f, z′ = e′ f ′, si e = s′e′, f ri = f ′r ′
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and
z j = gh, z′′ = g′h′, s j g = s′′g′, hr j = h′r ′′.
Since the interpretationsµ1 and µ2 are both induced by (1, uxxv, 1), we see that r ′s′′ ∈ X ,
and thereby we can easily deduce that
s j (z jr j s j g) = xs j g = si ziri s j g = si e f ri s j g = si e f ′r ′s j g = si (e f ′r ′s′′g′).
Clearly, the above equality implies that (si )−1s j ∈ X+ or (s j )−1si ∈ X+, which
contradicts our Lemma 2.1. Thus case (i) cannot happen. Now we show that case
(ii) leads to both uxsk and zkrkv ∈ X∗. In fact, by our assumption, there exist
e, f, e′, f ′, g, h, g′, h′ ∈ X∗ such that
zk = e f, z′ = e′ f ′, ske = s′e′, f rk = f ′r ′
and
zk = gh, z′′ = g′h′, sk g = s′′g′, hrk = h′r ′′.
Again, by noting that the interpretationsµ1 and µ2 are induced by (1, uxxv, 1), we deduce
that us′, us′′, r ′v, r ′′v ∈ X∗. By using the above results we obtain the following results:
uxsk = us′z′r ′sk = us′e′ f ′r ′sk = us′e′ f rksk = (us′)e′ f (rksk) ∈ X∗
and
zkrkv = ghrkv = gh′r ′′v = gh′(r ′′v) ∈ X∗.
Hence, the necessity part of the theorem is proved.
⇐) Conversely, let x[n, sk, zk, rk ] ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ be a n-circular word satisfying
the given implication. Then x3 is clearly a n-circular word. By Lemma 2.2, x3 has n
disjoint interpretations, say (sk, zkrk xskzk, rk), for k = 1, . . . , n. We now consider an
interpretation (d, g, h) of x3. Since d ∈ A−X and h ∈ X A−, there exist u, v ∈ A∗
such that ud, hv ∈ X , and consequently, uxxxv ∈ X∗. Hence, by the given implication
in the theorem, we see that there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that uxsk, zkrk xv ∈ X∗.
We claim that the two interpretations (d, g, h) and (sk, zkrk xskzk, rk) of x3 must be
adjacent. In fact, by observing that (uxsk)(zkrk xv) = (ud)g(hv), where each term in
the brackets belongs to X+, and x ∈ F(X), d, h ∈ F(X), we can immediately deduce
that there exist g′1, g
′
2 ∈ X∗ such that g = g′1g′2, dg′1 = xsk , g′2h = zkrk x . In other
words, we have shown that the two interpretations (d, g, h) and (sk, zkrk xskzk, rk) of x3
are adjacent. Thus, for any interpretation (d, g, h) of x3, it must be adjacent with one
of the interpretations (sk, zkrkskzk, rk), where k = 1, . . . , n. Therefore δX (x3) = n and
consequently, d(X)  n. The proof is completed. 
By the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 2.4, we immediately obtain the
following corollary.
Corollary 2.5. Let X ⊆ A+ be a very thin code. If x[n, sk, zk, rk ] is a n-circular word
with x ∈ F(X) such that, for u, v ∈ A∗,
uxxv ∈ X∗ ⇒ there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that {uxsk, zkrkv} ⊆ X∗,
then δX (x) = n.
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The following example illustrates that we are unable to improve the conclusion
d(x)  n in the converse part of Theorem 2.4 to d(X) = n.
Example 2.1. Let A = {a, b} and X = {bab, abb}. Then (bab)2 ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗, and
(bab)2 = (b)(abb)(ab), (ab)(b) ∈ X . Hence (bab)2 is a 2-circular word. Moreover, if
u(bab)4v ∈ X∗, then one of following cases appears: (i) u, v ∈ X∗; (ii) u = u′ba, v = bv′,
where u′, v′ ∈ X∗; (iii) u = u′′ab, v = bv′′, where u′′, v′′ ∈ X∗. For the case (ii), we have
u(bab)4v = (ubabbabb)(abbabv)= (u′bababbabb)(abbabbv′).
For the case (iii), we have
u(bab)2v = (ubabbabb)(abbabv)= (u′′abbabbabb)(abbabbv′′).
Thus the 2-circular word (bab)2 satisfies the given implication in Theorem 2.4. However,
it is clear that X is a prefix synchronizing code. Indeed, because bababb ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗,
bababb has only one interpretation, namely (1, bababb, 1).
3. Maximal prefix codes of degree n
In this section, we discuss the maximal thin prefix codes and the finite maximal prefix
codes of degree n.
Proposition 3.1. Let X ⊆ A+ be a maximal thin prefix code whose degree d(X) = n.
Then there exists a n-circular word x[n, sk, zk, rk] ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that, for w ∈ A∗,
{wxsk | k = 1, . . . , n} ∩ X∗ 
= ∅.
Conversely, if there exists a n-circular word x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ satisfying the above condition,
then d(X)  n.
Proof. It is well known that a maximal thin prefix code is very thin. If d(X) = n, then
by Theorem 2.4, there exists a n-circular word x[n, sk, zk , rk] ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that, for
u, v ∈ A∗, we have the following implication:
uxxv ∈ X∗ ⇒ there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that {uxsk, zkrkv} ⊆ X∗.
Let w ∈ A∗. Since X is a maximal prefix code, there exists w′ ∈ A∗ such that wxxw′ ∈
X∗. By the above fact, we have wxsk ∈ X∗ for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Conversely, let the n-circular word x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ satisfying the given condition.
Then, for u, v ∈ A∗ with uxxv ∈ X∗, we have uxsk ∈ X∗ for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since
X is a prefix code, we also have zkrkv ∈ X∗. By using the converse part of Theorem 2.4,
we immediately derive that d(X)  n. 
Now, let A = (Q, 〉,T ) be a deterministic automaton on A∗. Define the rank of a word
x ∈ A∗ in A by
rankA(x) = Card(Q · x).
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Let X ⊆ A+ be a maximal prefix code. Then, by the result of Berstel and Perrin in [1], the
literal automatonA = (P,∞,∞) of X∗ is defined by P = X A− and
p · a =
{
pa if pa ∈ P,
1 if pa ∈ X.
(see [1, pp. 90, 115]).
For the literal automation of X∗, we have the following result:
Proposition 3.2. Let X ⊆ A+ be a maximal thin prefix code and A = (P, 1, 1) the
literal automaton of X∗. If d(X) = n, then there exists a word w ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that
rankA(w) = n. Conversely, if there exists a word w ∈ F(X)∩X∗ such that rankA(w) = n,
then d(X)  n.
Proof. Suppose that d(X) = n. Then, by Proposition 3.1, there exists a n-circular word
x[n, sk, zk , rk] ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that for any w ∈ A∗, we have
{wxsk | k = 1, . . . , n} ∩ X∗ 
= ∅.
We can easily see that x2 ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗. Write 1 · rk = qk . Since P = X A−, for p ∈ P ,
there exists u ∈ A∗ such that 1 · u = p. If uxsk ∈ X∗, then p · x2 = 1 · ux2 = 1 · rk = qk .
This leads to P · x2 ⊆ {q1, . . . , qn}. Since for each k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, zk xsk ∈ X∗ so that
P · x2 = {q1, . . . , qn}. This shows that rankA(x2) = n.
Conversely, let w ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that rankA(w) = n. We now show that d(X)  n
by using induction in n. If rankA(w) = 1, then by a result in [1], X is a synchronizing
code, i.e. d(X) = 1. Hence our conclusion holds. Suppose that rankA(w) = k  n − 1
implies that d(X)  k, we need to show that rankA(w) = n implies that d(X)  n.
Clearly, 1 ∈ P ·w. Denote P ·w = {1, q2, . . . , qn}. Then, (P ·w) ·w ⊆ {1, q2, . . . , qn}. If
(P ·w) ·w 
= {1, q2, . . . , qn}, then rankA(w2) < n. By our inductive hypothesis, we have
d(X)  n−1. If (P ·w)·w = {1, q2, . . . , qn}, then (1·w, q2 ·w, . . . , qn ·w) is a permutation
of (1, q2, . . . , qn). Clearly, there exits m ∈ N such that (1 · wm, q2 · wm, . . . , qn · wm) =
(1, q2, . . . , qn). Thus, for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, we have qi ·wm = qi . By noting thatwm ∈ F(X),








does not cross state 1. Then, we have ui = ziri , where zi ∈ X∗. Thereby, we deduce that
wm = si ziri , zi ∈ X∗, ri si ∈ X and si , ri 
= 1. Thus, wm becomes a n-circular word. For
u ∈ A∗, we have u = u1u2, where u1 ∈ X∗ and u2 ∈ X A−. Denote u2 = q , we have
q · wm = qi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Hence, we deduce that uwmsi = u1u2wmsi ∈ X∗.
Now, by Proposition 3.1, we see that d(X)  n. The proof is completed. 
Let X ⊆ A+ be a code. Then, the order of a letter a ∈ A is clearly a positive integer n
such that an ∈ X . Hence, if X ⊆ A+ is a finite maximal code, then for any a ∈ A, the
order of a always exists.
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Proposition 3.3. Let X ⊆ A+ be a finite maximal prefix code. If the greatest common
divisor of the orders of the letters a ∈ A is n, then d(X) is a factor of n. Moreover, if n is
a prime number, then d(X) = 1 or d(X) = n.
Proof. Let A = (P, 1, 1) be the literal automaton of X∗. Let a ∈ A be a fixed letter, na
the order of a and w ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that Card(P · w) is minimal. Then, we form the
following sets
I = {i ∈ N | (P · w)ai ∩ X 
= ∅},
K = {k ∈ {0, . . . , na − 1} | akw ∈ X∗}.
Now, it can be proved that
na = Card(I ) Card(K )
and
Card(I ) = Card(P ·w)
(see [1, p. 117]). Now, from the above equalities, we see that Card(P · w), i.e. rankA(w)
divides the orders of each letter in the set of alphabets A. Since Card(P ·w) is minimal, i.e.
rankA(w) is minimal, by Proposition 3.2, d(X) = rankA(w). Since the greatest common
divisor of the orders of a ∈ A is n, d(X) is necessarily a factor of n. Moreover, if n is a
prime number, then it is clear that d(X) = 1 or d(X) = n. The proof is completed. 
4. Codes of degree 2
In this section, we study the codes of degree 2. For the sake of convenience, we cite the
following theorem for reference. In fact, this theorem can be regarded as a representation
theorem of Theorem 2.4 in the case of degree 2:
Theorem 4.1. Let X ⊆ A+ be a very thin code. If d(X) = 2, then there exists a 2-circular
word x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗, where x = szr , z ∈ X∗, rs ∈ X, r, s 
= 1, such that for u, v ∈ A∗,
uxxv ∈ X∗ ⇒ {ux, xv} ⊆ X∗ or {uxs, zrv} ⊆ X∗.
Conversely, if there exists a 2-circular word x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ satisfying the above given
conditions, then d(X)  2.
In order to study the combinatoric properties of complete thin codes of degree 2, we
need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let X ⊆ A+ be a complete thin code with d(X) = 2. Then there exists a
2-circular word x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗, where x = szr , rs ∈ X, z ∈ X∗, s, r 
= 1, such that, for
all w ∈ A∗,
{xwx, xwxs} ∩ X∗ 
= ∅,
or for all w ∈ A∗,
{zrwx, xwx} ∩ X∗ 
= ∅.
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Moreover, the former case appears if s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗ and the latter case appears if
s /∈ X∗(X∗)−1.
Proof. The lemma trivially holds for Card(A) = 1. In the following discussion, we always
suppose that Card(A) > 1. Then, by Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 2.5, there exists a 2-
circular word x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗, where x = szr , z ∈ X∗, rs ∈ X , r, s 
= 1, such
that δX (x) = 2. Moreover, (1, x, 1) and (s, z, r) are two disjoint interpretations of x .
Clearly, s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗ ∩ X∗(X∗)−1. If s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗, then, for w ∈ A∗, we can let
y = xwxa|xwx |, where a ∈ A and x /∈ a A∗. This implies that y is an unbordered word.
If y ∈ X∗, then we can just write y = x1 . . . xk , where xi ∈ X . Thus, by using the above
decomposition of y, we see that y induces an interpretation (d1, h1, g1) at the second factor
x of y. Since x only has two disjoint interpretations (1, x, 1) and (s, z, r), we can see that
(d1, h1, g1) must be adjacent either with (1, x, 1) or (s, z, r). In the former case, it leads to
xwx ∈ X∗, and in the latter case, it leads to xwxs ∈ X∗. If y /∈ X∗, then X ∪{y} is clearly
not a code, i.e. there exist x1, . . . , xn, x ′1, . . . , x ′m ∈ X ∪ {y} with x1 
= x ′1 such that
x1 . . . xn = x ′1 . . . x ′m .
Obviously, y must appear in {x1, . . . , xn, x ′1, . . . , x ′m}. Since y is an unbordered word, there
exist y1, y2 ∈ X∗ such that y2 = y1yu for some u ∈ A∗. Since y2 ∈ X∗, y2 induces an
interpretation (d2, h2, g2) at the first factor x of y. We claim that (d2, h2, g2) cannot be
adjacent with (s, z, r). In fact, if (d2, h2, g2) is adjacent with (s, z, r), then s ∈ (X∗)−1 X∗.
This contradicts s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗. Hence (d2, h2, g2) must be adjacent with (1, x, 1). Thus,
yu ∈ X∗ and thereby, yu induces an interpretation (d3, h3, g3) at the second factor x of y.
If (d3, h3, g3) is adjacent with (1, x, 1), then xwx ∈ X∗, and if (d3, h3, g3) is adjacent
with (s, z, r), then xwxs ∈ X∗. Therefore, for all w ∈ A∗, we have
{xwx, xwxs} ∩ X∗ 
= ∅.
Analogously, if s /∈ X∗(X∗)−1, then we have
{zrwx, xwx} ∩ X∗ 
= ∅.
The proof is completed. 
Let X ⊆ A+ be a code with d(X) = 2, and let x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ be a 2-circular word,
where x = szr , z ∈ X∗, rs ∈ X , r, s 
= 1. Now, we form the following four sets:
S1 = {w ∈ A∗ | xwx ∈ X∗},
S2 = {w ∈ A∗ | xwxs ∈ X∗},
S3 = {w ∈ A∗ | zrwx ∈ X∗},
S4 = {w ∈ A∗ | zrwxs ∈ X∗}.
Let A12 = S1 ∩ S2, A13 = S1 ∩ S3, A14 = S1 ∩ S4, A23 = S2 ∩ S3, A24 = S2 ∩ S4
and A34 = S3 ∩ S4. Then the conclusion of Lemma 4.2 becomes “A∗ = S1 ∪ S2 or
A∗ = S1 ∪ S3”.
Equipped with the above definitions, we now formulate the following theorem for
complete thin code of degree 2.
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Theorem 4.3. Let X ⊆ A+ be a very thin code. Then X is a complete code of degree 2 if
and only if there exists a 2-circular word x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that
A∗ = A14 ∪ A23,
where x = szr , z ∈ X∗, rs ∈ X, r, s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗ ∪ X∗(X∗)−1.
Proof. ⇒) Assume that X is a complete code with d(X) = 2. Then, by Lemma 4.2, there
exists a 2-circular word x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ such that
A∗ = S1 ∪ S2 or A∗ = S1 ∪ S3,
where x = szr , z ∈ X∗, rs ∈ X , r, s 
= 1. The first case appears when s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗;
the second case appears when s /∈ X∗(X∗)−1. Moreover, by Corollary 2.5, we see that
δX (x) = 2. We now claim that
S1 = A12 ∪ A13 ∪ A14
and
S2 = A12 ∪ A23 ∪ A24.
If there is a word w ∈ A∗ such that w ∈ S1 and w /∈ Si , i = 2, 3, 4, then we can
consider w′ ∈ A∗. Since X is a complete code, there exist some u′, v′ ∈ A∗ such that
u′xxwxxw′xxwxxv′ ∈ X∗. By our assumption for w and noting that δX (x) = 2, we
see that u′x , xwx , xw′x , xv′ ∈ X∗. It follows that x A∗x ∈ X∗. This shows that X
is a synchronizing code [1], which contradicts to d(X) = 2. Hence, we only have the
possibility
S1 = A12 ∪ A13 ∪ A14.
Next, we assume that there is a word w ∈ A∗ such that w ∈ S2 and w /∈ Si , for i = 1, 3, 4.
Then we have u′′, v′′ ∈ A∗ such that u′′xxwxxwxxv′′ ∈ X∗. It follows that u′′x , xwxs,
zrwxxv′′ ∈ X∗. By zrwxxv′′ ∈ X∗, we have {zrwx, xv′′} ⊆ X∗ or {zrwxs, zrv′′} ⊆ X∗.
However, this contradicts our assumption. Hence, we have
S2 = A12 ∪ A23 ∪ A24.
We now show that s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗ ∪ X∗(X∗)−1. Suppose s ∈ X∗(X∗)−1. Then s /∈
(X∗)−1 X∗ so that A12 = A34 = ∅. Hence
A∗ = S1 ∪ S2 = A12 ∪ A13 ∪ A14 ∪ A23 ∪ A24 = A13 ∪ A14 ∪ A23 ∪ A24.
Since s ∈ X∗(X∗)−1, there exist y1, y2 ∈ X∗ such that y2 = sy1. Let y = xy2x . Then,
we can see that y ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗. Consider w ∈ A∗. If w ∈ A13 ∪ A14, then ywy ∈ X∗.
If w ∈ A23 ∪ A24, then ywy = (xy2)(xwxs)(y1x) ∈ X∗. Hence, we have y A∗y ⊆ X∗
so that X is a synchronizing code, which contradicts d(X) = 2. Therefore s ∈ X∗(X∗)−1
is impossible. Analogously, we can prove that s ∈ (X∗)−1 X∗ is also impossible. Thus,
s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗ ∪ X∗(X∗)−1. Consequently, A13 = A24 = A12 = A34 = ∅. Therefore, we
have
A∗ = S1 ∪ S2 = A12 ∪ A13 ∪ A14 ∪ A23 ∪ A24 = A14 ∪ A23.
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⇐) Let x ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗ be a 2-circular word such that
A∗ = A14 ∪ A23,
where x = szr , z ∈ X∗, rs ∈ X and s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗ ∪ X∗(X∗)−1. Then it can be easily
seen that X is a complete code. Let u, v ∈ A∗ be such that uxxv ∈ X∗. Then the following
four cases of u, v arise:
(i) u, v ∈ A14. In this case, we have
xuxxvx = (xux)(xvx) = (x)(uxxvx) = (xuxxv)(x),
where each term in the above brackets belongs to X∗. By the stability of X∗, we
deduce that {ux, xv} ⊆ X∗.
(ii) u, v ∈ A23. In this case, we have
xuxxvx = (xuxs)(zrvx) = (xuxxv)(x) = (x)(uxxvx).
By using the same reason as above, we obtain that {uxs, zrv} ⊆ X∗.
(iii) u ∈ A14, v ∈ A23. In this case, we have
zruxxvx = (zruxs)(zrvx) ∈ X∗ and xuxxvx ∈ X∗.
This contradicts s /∈ X∗(X∗)−1 so that this case is impossible.
(iv) u ∈ A23, v ∈ A14. In this case, we have
xuxxvxs = (xuxs)(zrvxs) ∈ X∗ and xuxxvx ∈ X∗.
This contradicts s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗. Thus, case (vi) is also impossible.
By the above discussion, we see that for any u, v ∈ A∗ with uxxv ∈ X∗, we have
{ux, xv} ⊆ X∗ or {uxs, zrv} ⊆ X∗. Thus, by Theorem 4.1, we have d(X)  2. It
remains to show that d(X) 
= 1. For this purpose, we only need to prove that each word in
F(X) ∩ X∗ has two disjoint interpretations. Let w ∈ F(X) ∩ X∗. Since A∗ = A14 ∪ A23,
we have w ∈ A14, i.e. {xwx, zrwxs} ⊆ X∗. These two words induce two disjoint
interpretations of w. Indeed, if these two interpretations are adjacent, then xs ∈ X∗ and
consequently, s ∈ (X∗)−1 X∗, which contradicts s /∈ (X∗)−1 X∗ ∪ X∗(X∗)−1. Therefore
d(X) 
= 1. 
We now consider a syntactic monoid of X ⊆ A∗. This monoid is induced by a
congruence PX on A∗, where PX is defined by:
u ≡ v (mod PX ) ∀x, y ∈ A∗(xuy ∈ X ⇔ xvy ∈ X).
We now call the quotient monoid A∗/PX the syntactic monoid of X , denoted by syn(X).
If the syntactic monoid of X is finite, then X is called recognizable ([1, p. 14], [4, p. 42]).
If X ⊆ A+ is a code satisfying X∗ = 1PX∗ , then X is called a strong code ([4, p. 98]). It
has been proved by Zhang in [5] that the syntactic monoid syn(X∗) of a strong maximal
code X forms a group and hence X is called a regular group code in [1] (see [3]).
We now consider the group of a code. Let X ⊆ A+ be a very thin code. Let
A = (Q, 1, 1) be an unambiguous trim automaton recognizing X∗, and let ϕ be its
associated representation. Then the Suschkewitch group of ϕ(A∗) is called the group of X ,
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denoted by G(X), which is a transitive permutation group over the set S = Fix(e), where
e ∈ ϕ(A∗) is an idempotent with non-zero minimal rank, and Fix(e) is the set of all fixed
points of e. The degree of the Suschkewitch group G(X) is Card(S), which is the degree
of X ([1, p. 223]).
Proposition 4.4. Let X ⊆ A+ be a strong maximal code. Then syn(X∗) is isomorphic to
G(X).
Proof. Let A = (A∗/PX∗ , 1PX∗, 1PX∗) be the automaton with (wPX∗) · a = (aw)PX∗ ,
for w ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A. Then, A is an unambiguous trim automaton which recognizes X∗.
Let ϕ be the representation associated with A. Then ϕ(A∗) is a monoid of unambiguous
relation over the syntactic monoid A∗/PX∗ . Since X is a maximal strong code over
A, we see that syn(X∗) must be a group. We now claim that ϕ(A∗) and syn(X∗) are
isomorphic. To prove our claim, we let Φ : ϕ(A∗) →syn(X∗) be a mapping defined by
ϕ(w) wPX∗ . Since u ≡ v (modPX∗) if and only if ϕ(u) = ϕ(v) for any u, v ∈ A∗,
the mapping Φ is clearly a bijective. Moreover, we can easily deduce that
Φ[ϕ(u)ϕ(v)] = Φ[ϕ(uv)] = uvPX∗ = (u PX∗)(vPX∗) = Φ(ϕ(u))Φ(ϕ(v)).
Hence, Φ is an isomorphism and our claim is proved. Since ϕ(A∗) and syn(X∗) are
isomorphic, it is clear that ϕ(A∗) is a group and consequently, ϕ(A∗) contains a uniquely
determined idempotent e = ϕ(1). Now, we have eϕ(A∗)e = ϕ(1)ϕ(A∗)ϕ(1) = ϕ(A∗)
so that the Suschkewitch group of ϕ(A∗) is ϕ(A∗) itself. By definition, we have G(X) =
ϕ(A∗), and hence syn(X∗) is indeed isomorphic to G(X). 
Proposition 4.5. Let X ⊆ A+ be a recognizable maximal strong code. Then d(X) = 2 if
and only if the order of the group syn(X∗) is 2.
Proof. Let A = (A∗/PX∗, 1PX∗ , 1PX∗) be the automaton with (wPX∗) · a = (aw)PX∗
for w ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A. Let ϕ be the representation associated with A. Then, by
Proposition 4.4, G(X) is isomorphic to syn(X∗). This leads to
Card(G(X)) = Card(syn(X∗)).
Moreover, ϕ(A∗) has a uniquely idempotent ϕ(1), and clearly Card(Fix(ϕ(1))) = Card
(syn(X∗)). Thus, we see that the degree of G(X) equals Card(syn(X∗)). This shows that
d(X) = 2 Card(syn(X∗)) = 2.
The proof is completed. 
The construction method for recognizable strong maximal codes X ⊆ A+ whose
Card(syn(X∗)) is a prime number p has already been given by Zhang and Qiu [2]. They
denoted the number of occurrences of a ∈ A in the word s by (s
a
)
and let π : A →
{0, 1, . . . , p} be a mapping such that π(a) 
= 0 for at least one a ∈ A. Then they proved












= 0 (mod p)
}
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is a strong maximal code with Card(syn(X∗)) = p. Conversely, every strong maximal
code X ⊆ A∗ with Card(syn(X∗)) = p can be constructed in this manner. As a particular
case, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 4.6. Let X ⊆ A+ be a maximal strong thin code with d(x) = 2. Then there












= 0 (mod 2)
}
.
Conversely, if X∗ is constructed in such a manner, then the basis of X∗ is a recognizable
maximal strong code with d(X) = 2.
Using the above result, we obtain the following construction method for maximal prefix
thin codes of degree 2.
Theorem 4.7. Let X ⊆ A+ be a maximal thin prefix code with d(X) = 2. Then
X = U ◦ (V0 ∪ V1V ∗0 V1),
where U is a maximal synchronizing prefix code and V is a maximal synchronizing code
with (V0, V1) as a partition of V . Conversely, If U, V are both maximal synchronizing thin
prefix codes over the set of alphabets A with (V0, V1) as a partition of V , then
X = U ◦ (V0 ∪ V1V ∗0 V1)
is a maximal thin prefix code over A with d(X) = 2.
Proof. It has already been proved that if X is a maximal thin prefix code, then the
Suschkewitch group G(X) is regular if and only if X = U ◦W ◦ V , where W is a maximal
strong code and U , V are synchronizing codes ([1, p. 250, Proposition 7.3]). Let X ⊆ A+
be a maximal thin prefix code with d(X) = 2. Now, the degree of the group G(X) of X
is d(X) = 2 and the permutation group of degree 2 is always regular, we see that G(X)
is regular. Thus X = U ◦ W ◦ V , where W is a maximal strong code and U , V are
synchronizing codes. Because the code X is thin and is complete, we can easily deduce
that U,W, V are all thin and complete codes. Since X is a prefix code, U is also a prefix
code. However, by Zhang and Qiu [2], a complete strong thin code is recognizable [2], and
hence W is recognizable. Moreover, we have
d(X) = d(U)d(W )d(V )
([1, p. 242, Proposition 6.6]). Thus d(W ) = 2. Let alph(W ) be the alphabet of the words












= 0 (mod 2)
}
,
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where π is a mapping from alph(W ) onto {0, 1}. Denote B0 = {b ∈ alph(W ) | π(b) = 0}
and B1 = {b ∈ alph(W ) | π(b) = 1}. Then, it can be easily checked that the basis of W∗
is B0 ∪ B1 B∗0 B1. Consequently, we obtain that
W ◦ V = V0 ∪ V1V ∗0 V1,
where (V0, V1) is a partition of V . Thus the necessity part of Theorem 4.7 is proved. For
the sufficiency part, since we suppose that V is a synchronizing prefix code, we can prove
that X is a prefix code. The other conclusion can be easily verified, we hence omit the
details. Thus, the proof is completed. 
In closing this paper, we give an example to illustrate that we can construct some
indecomposable maximal prefix codes of degree 2 by using Theorem 4.7. It is known that
the maximal prefix codes over the alphabet A form a free monoid under concatenation.
Naturally, one would ask about the properties of the basis of this free monoid. In the
following example, we see that there are maximal prefix codes of degree 2 which are
contained in the basis of the free monoid of maximal prefix codes.
Example 4.1. Let A = {a, b}. Then, X = A is clearly a maximal synchronizing code.
Let A1 = {a}, A2 = {b}. Then by Theorem 4.7, we see that Y = A1 ∪ A2 A∗1 A2 is a
maximal thin prefix code of degree 2. Since a ∈ Y , Y is obviously indecomposable. Thus,
the maximal prefix code Y is our required code.
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